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Abstract: The paper focuses on comparing applicability, tuning, and performance of different con-
trollers implemented and tested on a finless rocket during its boost phase. The objective was to
evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of each controller, such that the most appropriate one
would then be developed and implemented in real-time in the finless rocket. The compared con-
trollers were Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR), Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG), and Proportional
Integral Derivative (PID). To control the attitude of the rocket, emphasis is given to the Thrust Vector
Control (TVC) component (sub-system) through the gimballing of the rocket engine. The launcher is
commanded through the control input thrust gimbal angle δ, while the output parameter is expressed
in terms of the pitch angle θ. After deriving a linearized state–space model, rocket stability is ad-
dressed before controller implementation and testing. The comparative study showed that both LQR
and LQG track pitch angle changes rapidly, thus providing efficient closed-loop dynamic tracking.
Tuning of the LQR controller, through the Q and R weighting matrices, illustrates how variations
directly affect performance of the closed-loop system by varying the values of the feedback gain
(K). The LQG controller provides a more realistic profile because, in general, not all variables are
measurable and available for feedback. However, disturbances affecting the system are better handled
and reduced with the PID controller, thus overcoming steady-state errors due to aerodynamic and
model uncertainty. Overall controller performance is evaluated in terms of overshoot, settling and
rise time, and steady-state error.

Keywords: linear control; LQR; LQG; PID; rocket; TVC

1. Introduction

Launchers and rockets are crucial assets for space exploration and other applications,
such as meteorology, payload transportation, micro-gravity and high-g-force testing. The
launcher and rocket configuration is based on the specific mission. High payloads require
multiple propulsive stages, while reusable vehicles for Low Earth Orbit (LEO) missions are
usually single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) rockets. On the other hand, most rockets (i.e., sounding
rockets) are generally finned, since fins act as passive stabilizers keeping the rocket on a
relatively straight path (given an on board controller). While a rocket’s fins are an effective
guidance system, they also increase the aerodynamic drag and rocket mass, which, in
turn, affects the final orbital apogee reached with a given amount of propeller [1]. Modern
launchers have a finless configuration, and they require an active control system to stably
fly along the flight path.

This research focused on an analysis of the control system of a finless launcher during
its ascent phase after take-off. A “time-slice” approach is followed to select constant
launcher parameters during a frozen period along its trajectory [2–4]. Indeed, aerospace
systems are, in general, both nonlinear and not time-invariant, and during the ascent
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phase the rocket exhibits highly nonlinear dynamics that result in variations of the flight
parameters and of the inertial properties of the rocket. Thus, implementation and testing
of different controllers are achieved via system linearization around a specific operating
point. The rocket motion (in the pitch plane) is expressed through rigid-body analysis that
considers slow changes in the physical properties of the rocket, such as mass and inertial
properties, gimbal rotation of the engine and fuel sloshing. For controller implementation
and testing, the TVC technique was considered, which results in an effective method for
managing rocket attitude during flight through the gimbal angle δ.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the
TVC technique and discusses the common types of gimbal actuation. Section 3 discusses the
rocket stability, showing the behavior of a finless rocket without active control. The model
of the rocket is derived, along with the state space model, while the design requirements for
the controller are provided in terms of overshoot, settling and rise time, and steady-state
error. In Section 4, simulations and tests in a Matlab/Simulink environment illustrate
the behavior of the flight plant’s dynamics when applying the three control approaches.
Section 5 discusses obtained results and concludes the paper.

2. Thrust Vector Control

The Thrust Vector Control (TVC) actuation system is one of the common methods of
managing the attitude of a rocket along its trajectory by acting on its propulsion system.
This technique is effective when the propulsion system generates an exhaust plume from
the nozzle, as is the case for rockets and jets. The TVC provides the control torques for
both steering and stabilizing the rocket along the three main axes (roll, pitch, and yaw),
overcoming disturbances of various natures. The disturbance torques affect the rocket
attitude, resulting in an increase in fuel cost to maintain the right flight path. These
phenomena are generally caused by wind gusts and aerodynamic forces acting on the
launcher in different aerodynamic regimes, and by the fuel sloshing inside the tanks, as
well as the relative motion between the gimballed engine mass and the fuselage mass,
increasing the rocket instability. However, while the pitch and yaw control moments are
achieved by only deflecting the thrust vector of the rocket, the roll control generally requires
the use of two (or more) system nozzles, being the line of action-oriented parallel to the
roll axis. This research centers around the pitch attitude control of the rocket through the
gimbal of the main engine. Figure 1 shows an example of gimballed thruster systems.

Figure 1. Rocket main axes (left), TVC system along pitch direction (right). The gimbal action keeps
θ as close as possible to 0, overcoming disturbance torques.

The thrust vectoring is not only used for changing the rocket attitude during powered
flight, but it is also suitable for correcting both deviation from the expected trajectory and
the misalignment of the thrust. As shown in Figure 1, the TVC with a single nozzle can be
classified into four different categories, based on how the thrust vector is gimballed [5,6].
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2.1. Mechanical Deflection of the Nozzle

The gimbal of the thrust is exploited by tilting the nozzle, or the entire engine (nozzle
and combustion chamber), via a servo actuation system. The mechanical deflection gener-
ates the gimbal angle δ and, in turn, the control torques around the rocket’s center of mass,
cm. The maximum gimbal angle allowed through the TVC system defines the so called
cone of operation. Figure 2 shows the main types of joints used in the gimballing system of
the engine.

Figure 2. Gimbal actuation system.

For small deflections of the engine (up to ±4◦), linear electromechanical actuators
(EMA) can be used for pivoting the engine around the rocket main structure, thus rotating
the thrust vector. Based on the low-/high-thrust applications and how the engine is
deflected, different joints (bearings, rings and trim mechanisms) are used and driven by the
actuators. A minimum of two actuators is required to have the full motion of the engine,
while more than two are generally used for redundancy. Electrohydraulic actuators (EHA)
are also used in common TVC systems to gimbal the engine during flight [7].

2.2. Exhaust Flow Deflection

This method involves placing aerodynamic wing-shaped surfaces, designed to be
resistant to high temperatures and pressures, at the exit of the fix nozzle to orient the flow
along the right direction. The advantage of the flow deflection is the ability of a single
nozzle system to control the roll angle, rather than only pitch and yaw attitude. The main
drawback is the progressive erosion of the vane material, and limited usage when the
rocket flight speed increases, causing additional drag with larger vane deflections and a
global reduction of the Isp.

2.3. Injection of Secondary Propellant

The injection of a secondary fluid through the wall of the nozzle into the main flow
stream causes the formation of oblique shock waves in the nozzle diverging section, causing
an unsymmetrical distribution of the exhausted plume that, in turn, changes the direction
of the main thrust vector. The injector is mounted on the rocket’s main engine and the fluid
is then injected into one side of the flow. Dense reactive fluids are preferred, and the system
works well for small deflection of the flow, while for large gimbal moments, the amount of
secondary propellant needed becomes excessive.

2.4. Auxiliary Verner Thrusters

This technique consists of using auxiliary thrust chambers to provide roll control
during the operational phases of the principal engine. The vernier thrusters are small
engines used on rockets and heavy spacecraft to make adjustments to the attitude and
velocity. The secondary chambers are fed by the rocket’s main engine feed system.
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3. Rocket Stability

From the stability point of view, rockets are divided into two main categories: finned
rockets and finless rockets [1]. Their flight dynamic is directly influenced by the fins, since
during the flight phases the drag in the rear of the fuselage increases, causing the rocket’s
center of pressure cp to move behind the rocket’s center of gravity cg (Figure 3) and, in turn,
to correct both the angle of attack α, defined in the yaw-roll plane as the angle between
the rocket flight direction and the rocket longitudinal axis, and the sideslip angle β, the
corresponding α angle in the pitch–roll plane.

Figure 3. Stability of rockets: unstable finless rocket (left) and stable finned rocket (right).

Fins act as a passive guidance system, allowing the rocket to orient and be more stable
during flight. As a main drawback, fins increase both the rocket mass and the fluttering
phenomena at high speed flight. In contrast, finless rockets are unstable by nature because
of the inverted position of the cp and the cg, with the cp well ahead of the cg. Moreover, the
fuel reduction during the propelled phases causes the cg to move back further, leading to
an increase of both the deviation angles α and β and the aerodynamic disturbance torques,
increasing the instability of the rocket. For these reasons, active guidance control is crucial
to counteract the drag force in a finless rocket.

3.1. Flight Dynamic Assumption for Controller Design

During the ascent phase, the rocket exhibits highly non-linear dynamics resulting in a
variation of the flight parameters and the inertial properties of the launcher [8]. For this
reason, aerospace systems are generally nonlinear and time-variant systems. For design
and analysis purposes related to the rocket’s control system in the pitch plane, different
assumptions are made:

• Rigid body motion to describe the launcher system;
• Short-period flight dynamic, with small angle deviations from the reference trajectory;
• Linearization of the dynamics of the rocket plant obtained by time-invariant equations

over a short-time period around a specific operating point and after the take-off phase;
• Linear-Time-Invariant (LTI) approach in the launcher design, assuming both mass

and inertial properties of the launcher change slowly during the flight (no sloshing
phenomena are considered).

3.2. Rocket Model

A simplified model of a finless launcher was adopted (Figure 4), [2]. The reported
values were derived from the rocket reference trajectory [4], assuming the operating point
was at altitude h = 10 Km, 60 s after take-off, and Mach number M = 1.4 (Table 1). Both the
inertial reference frame (X, Y, Z) and the body-fixed axes (x, y, z) are centered around the
rocket cg. Iy is the pitch moment of inertia; Tδ is the gimballed control thrust, while T0 is
the ungimballed thrust aligned to the body axis x; F = T0 + Tδ is the total thrust force; V is
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the vehicle velocity, Nα the aerodynamic force and Mα, Mδ the aerodynamic derivatives
that are expressed as

Mα = xcpNα/Iy

Mδ = xcgTδ/Iy
(1)

δ is the known input gimbal angle, α = θ + γ + αw is the effective angle of attack, with θ
the pitch angle and γ = Ż/V being the flight path drift angle. The acting aerodynamic forces
are the drag Dd, the lift force N applied at the cp, the inertial drift velocity Ż and Vw the
wind disturbance velocity, according to the wind-induced angle of attack αw (αw = Vw/V).

Figure 4. Simplified model of the finless launcher.

The drift velocity caused by the wind is added to the velocity along the Z-axis acting
during the ascent phase, leading to a lateral motion of the rocket and a consequent deviation
from its nominal trajectory. To guarantee effective control after take-off, the controller needs
to adjust the position of the launcher acting against the wind to maintain a drift rate as
close to 0◦ as possible. Starting from the rocket dynamic, the equations of motion linearized
at the operating point with small angular deflections are given by:

mV̇ = (F− Dd)−mg (2)

mZ̈ = −(F− Dd)θ − Nαα + Tδδ (3)

θ̈ = Mαα + Mθθ (4)

Combining Equations (2)–(4), the resulting state–space model is:

∂

∂t

 θ
θ̇
Ż

 =

 0 1 0
Mα 0 Mα/V

(Dd − F− Nα)/m 0 −Nα/mV

 θ
θ̇
Ż

+

 0 0
Mδ Mα

Tδ/m −Nα/m

[ δ
αw

]
(5)

y =
[
1 0 0

] θ
θ̇
Ż

 (6)

Equation (6) is the output vector, with the pitch angle as the single measured output;
the feed-forward matrix D is 0 since the system input does not directly affect the system
output. The actuator deflection θ is the input of the system together with αw. The wind-
induced angle of attack is the system’s unknown input, and it has to be estimated.
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Table 1. Launcher parameters at operation point t = 60 s.

Data Value Unit

m 567,718 Kg
Iy 296.4 × 106 Kgm2

T0 10,506,450 N
Tδ 10,506,450 N
V 410.56 m/s
Nα 3056.34 kN/rad
Mα 0.3807 s−2

Mδ 0.5726 s−2

xcg 16.21 m
xcp 39.94 m
M 1.4 –
h 10 Km

Dd 903.3 kN

3.3. Stability Analysis

As described above, finless rockets are inherently unstable, and, thus, they require atti-
tude stabilization. The unstable behavior is demonstrated considering the flight dynamics
of the rocket along its trajectory without active control of the plant (Figure 5).

The measured output θ increases progressively with time causing a strong deviation
of the rocket from its nominal path, suggesting the instability of the plant when the system
is perturbed with the input gimbal angle. Looking at the eigenvalues of the plant further
validates the rocket instability because of the one negative real root:

E =
[
−0.6458; 0.5850; 0.0476

]
(7)

Figure 5. Open−loop response (left), bode plots (right).

Another method used to obtain a measurement of the stability of the system is based
on the analysis of the bode plots of the open−loop transfer function. As shown in Figure 5,
the gain margin is negative, as well as the phase margin, confirming the system is unstable.
For effective control of the launcher, the control capability of the thrust vector must counter-
act the aerodynamic loads acting on the launcher, given by: Mδδmax > Mααmax. The control
moment of the thrust must be larger than the aerodynamic moment, dealing with a maxi-
mum allowable gimbal angle δmax (±5◦) of the TVC actuator. Besides this, the maximum
admissible angle of attack αmax has an impact on the flight conditions, limiting the launch
windows in which the rocket can safely fly through its trajectory without encountering
irreversibly unstable dynamics.

3.4. Controller Design

The implementation of the TVC system is given by the command signals forwarded
to the servo actuation system through the autopilot. Indeed, the autopilot performs precise
nozzle deflection by commanding the rocket actuators and, in turn, the gimbal of the nozzle.
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The actuators’ gimballing generates the pitch moment and torque around the rocket cg,
allowing for the control of both rocket attitude (θ) and angular velocity (θ̇). The deflection
of the nozzle is generally measured by position sensors and its measurement is available
as a feedback signal. The rocket considered in this study is equipped with a single motor,
so the thrust vectoring allows the control of the motion in the pitch–yaw angle without
any effect on the roll motion. The analysis considers the pitch angle as the only measured
system output.

The design requirements for the implementation of the controller [9] are the following:

• Overshoot < 10%
• Settling time < 10 s
• Rise time < 2 s
• Steady-state error < 2%

4. Simulations and Results

This section introduces the control architectures for the LQR and LQG controllers.
Simulations were executed using Matlab and Simulink tools.

4.1. LQR Simulation: System Analysis and Model Implementation

The main objective of the LQR control logic is to optimally select the feedback gain
K that minimizes the performance index J [10–12]. The design conditions in 3.4 are the
driving requirements for the implementation of the controller.

The controllability of the system is a necessary condition for the implementation of the
LQR control logic [13] since this property deals with the system stabilization when using
the optimal control theory. Thus, the analysis starts with the requirement of the system
controllability matrix

Co =

 0 0.5726 0.0172
0.5726 0.0172 0.2178
18.5065 −0.2427 −14.1871

 (8)

Since Co is a full-rank matrix, the number of uncontrollable states is 0, hence the rocket
is controllable. Then, the weighting matrices Q and R are selected using an initial trial
and error approach, together with the Anderson approximation, obtaining Q = ρCTC and
R = 1.1. Through the Matlab lqr function, the computed feedback gain associated with the
rocket system is

K =
[
12.9302 6.7201 0.0016

]
(9)

For simulation studies, the tracking pitch angle θ was set to 0.06 rad (gimbal angle should
not exceed 5◦, Section 2.1) starting from an initial condition of[

θ θ̇ Z
]
=
[
0 0 0

]′ (10)

The resulting trends (Figure 6) clearly show that the LQR had an appreciable response
in terms of plant stabilization and optimization of the output state θ. The TVC system
was able to correct the rocket position through the gimbal angle δ. From the resulting
behavior, the pitch rate stabilized at the tracked attitude and the controller satisfied the
design requirements, having its parameters included well in the range values Table 2.

Table 2. LQR controller performances.

Parameter LQR

Overshoot % 2.58
Settling time (s) 3.99

Rise time (s) 1.59
Steady-state error 2.4510 × 10−5
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Figure 6. LQR response.

4.2. LQR Tuning

The results obtained by the LQR simulation met the controller requirements. However,
not only the results affect the behavior of the rocket dynamics. Indeed, the tuning of Q and R
directly impacts the controller performance, since both the matrices influence the feedback
gain K. When a first iteration of the gain does not meet the required plant specifications,
varying R and Q allows for a change in the plant response, becoming slower or faster based
on the value of the re-tuned K. Thus, the tuning of the weighting matrices [14–17] allows to
maximize the controller performance in order to meet the plant’s requirement. Since the
weighting matrices Q and R have corresponding effects on K, to obtain the right values of
the gain some criteria can be followed, as summarized below:

The tuning principle reported in Table 3 shows a logical guideline for correctly tuning
the LQR controller. To demonstrate the impact that Q and R have on the system dynamics,
two different simulations were conducted by varying their weights, while the operative
point and the characteristics of the rocket system remained unchanged.

Table 3. Weighting matrices tuning principle.

LQR Tuning Parameters

R Q K
State Variables Response

↑ ↓ Slower

↓ ↑ Faster

↑ ↑ Faster

↓ ↓ Slower

4.2.1. Tuning 1: R Varied, Q Unchanged

In this simulation the matrix Q was maintained as Q = ρCTC, while the values of the R
matrix varied from R = 1.1 to R2 = 0.1, R3 = 2.1. The resulting gains associated to the varied
matrices are reported in Table 4. Figure 7 shows the results obtained. The response curves
were reported and compared to the curve (blue line) previously obtained.
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Table 4. LQR simulation Q, R tuning.

Simulation Qi = C′∗C Ri K

Weighting factor, p 15 1.1 [4.4168; 3.9275; 0.0016]

Tuning 1 15
0.1 [12.9302; 6.7201; 0.0016]

2.1 [3.4188; 3.4555; 0.0016]

Tuning 2
5

1.1
[2.8981; 3.1816; 0.0016]

25 [5.4781; 4.3740; 0.0016]

Figure 7. R variation and θ response.

It was observed that K decreased when tuning R at higher values. The reduction of the
gain dealt with a slower change in the state variables. Moreover, the estimated response
of the controller became slower as its settling time was longer. A different behavior was
observed when tuning R at a lower value. The gain K increased, and the state variables
change closed to zero faster, dealing with a higher response of the controller as the settling
time became shorter.

4.2.2. Tuning 1: Q Varied, R Unchanged

Similarly to the previous simulation, the value of R remained unchanged, and the
weighting factor of Q varied from p = 15 to p2 = 5, p3 = 25. The system response is reported
in Figure 8 and compared to the curve (blue line) previously obtained.

When tuning Q, the variation of K was directly proportional. For higher values of Q
the gain increased, together with the response of the plant’s state becoming faster, and the
response of the controller became faster because of its shorter settling time. On the other
hand, a reduction of Q meant the gain dealt with a slower change in the plant’s state, and
the response of the controller reduced. From the results obtained by tuning R, it can be
noticed that the smaller the magnitude of R, the smaller the curve error tracked. However, a
significant reduction in the magnitude of R strongly impacted the controller’s performance.
When tuning Q, the tracking of the error became smaller, since the deviation for θ was
closer to zero. This, in turn, would require a higher control effort which entails an increase
in the required thrust control force and, therefore, in the actuator sizing.
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Figure 8. Q variation and θ response.

4.3. LQG Simulation

The LQG control addresses the fall of the LQR assumption for which all the states of
the system are available for feedback [18,19]. In the LQG logic, the required states of the
system are estimated through the Kalman filter and, then, through the estimated states, the
LQR controller is designed. The LQG control combines the LQR feedback gain and the
Kalman estimator in order to have, as output, ˆy(t) instead of the full state of the system.
Since the LQR block requires the full state to compute the control loop, the full-order
observer (Kalman filter) takes, as inputs, u and ˆy(t) to represent the estimation of x, having
the form

ˆ̇x = (A− KkC)x̂ + Bu + yKk (11)

The equation in (11) has two inputs: the process control input u and its sensors’
measured output y. In the simulation, the reference pitch angle remained θ = 0.06 rad, but
now the full-order observer estimates the system variables, and, thus, the rocket model
must also be observable. The observable matrix of the system is

Ob =

 1 0 0
0 1 0

0.3807 0 0.0009

 (12)

The system is completely observable since it does not have uncontrollable states
(length of the A matrix = rank(Ob)), allowing for the implementation of the LQG control
logic [20]. To reproduce a real scenario, the process noise and the measurement noise were
added to the system in the form of the covariance matrices Wk, Vk. The computed Kalman
gain matrix was Kk= [5.0631, 4.4843, −21.7718]′, while the system response is given in
Figure 9.

The LQG controller showed almost the same response as the LQR, since the Kalman
filter correctly estimated the states of the system, while the optimal feedback gain stabilized
the rocket, tracking θ to the commanded reference value.
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Figure 9. Tracking of θ with LQG controller.

4.4. PID Simulation

The third controller involves the PID criteria. This control logic acts through three
gains, each with a specific action mode but with a correlated loop response [21–24]. As a
starting point, the rocket system is analyzed with the PID action. The transfer function G
associated to the launcher system is

G(s) =
0.5726s + 0.02467

s3 + 0.01311s2 − 0.3807s + 0.01799
(13)

The PID gains are derived in Table 5 following both an initial iterative tuning and the
Ziegler–Nichols formula [25].

Table 5. PID gain tuning.

Parameter Kp Ki Kd

Zieger Nichols Method 0.6Kc 0.5Tc 0.125Tc
PID gain 15.09 4.071 12.501

In Figure 10, the simulated results show the stability of the system after an initial
overshoot, reaching the zero steady−state error within the design rise time (0.2193 s), while
the overshoot slightly exceeded 10% (13.82%). In order to fulfill the controller requirements,
a multiple tuning approach allows better performance of the position tracking, showing
how the PID gains impact the controller response, (Figure 11), while the corresponding
tuned values are given in Table 6. The gains Kp, Ki, Kd were obtained with an initial trial
and error tuning followed by the Ziegler–Nichols method.

Figure 10. PID response.
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Figure 11. PID gain tuning.

Table 6. PID gain re-tuning.

Tuned Gain Kp Ki Kd

PID1 15.09 4.071 12.501
PID2 17 3.071 15
PID3 18.98 5.046 14.89
PID4 15.09 0 13
PID5 17.09 2.3 20

Table 7 summarizes the different performances of the PID controller. The fifth tuning
(PID5) satisfied the design requirements.

Table 7. PID controller performances.

Parameter PID1 PID2 PID3 PID4 PID5

Overshoot (%) 13.82 6.85 14.20 17.28 7.16
Settling time (s) 3.19 15.43 4.13 34.12 4.43

Rise time (s) 0.22 0.12 0.19 0.19 0.16
Steady-state error 2.82 × 10−4 2.90 × 10−5 6.91 × 10−5 1.4 × 10−3 5.62 × 10−4

4.5. System Robustness: Precompensator and PID Comparison

The LQR control is able to track the rocket attitude by correctly tracking the pitch angle
through the TVC input system. To scale the tracking reference value, a precompensator
was added to the model, allowing the system to reach the commanded reference signal.
Figure 6 shows the behavior of θ and the successful tracking of the steady-state error, close
to 0. However, when disturbance phenomena acted outside the precompensation loop, or
the model had some uncertainties, the error started to diverge and the control logic was no
longer able to maintain the controller within the design requirements. To investigate this
phenomenon, a gust disturbance was added to the system and modeled as a step signal
(Figure 12).

The pitch angle was initially tracked correctly, reaching the desired value, but when
the system disturbance occurred at t = 15 s, it drove the system away from the desired
steady-state value of 0.06 rad, even with the presence of the precompensator, as the pre-
compensation loop was no longer able to correct the disturbance deviation. The same
simulation was run with the PID control loop, and the controller response is shown in
Figure 13.
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Figure 12. θ response with disturbance out of precompensation feedback−loop.

Figure 13. Tracking of θ with PID controller.

As a robust technique, the PID control overcame the steady−state error that arose
due to disturbances and model uncertainties thanks to its integral action. As shown in
Figure 13, the implemented controller correctly tracked the pitch response at the desired
value. The controller was designed with ±0.0872 rad (±5◦) of saturation limit.

5. Discussion

Based on the obtained results, it was shown that the LQR, LQG and the PID controllers
satisfied set control requirements (Section 3.4), although their performances varied, based
on the implemented control logic. Optimal LQ controllers have similar behavior. This was
verified, as LQG exhibited a stable response and its performance was similar/close to the
LQR (where a Kalman filter is used for system state estimation).

When comparing Tables 2 and 7, it is observed that LQR performed better than PID in
terms of overshoot, settling time, and steady-state error, allowing for a faster track of the
reference angle. On the other hand, the PID integral action allowed for the controller to
correctly manage the disturbances acting on the launcher, even outside the precompensation
loop. The gain tuning process shows how the Q and R matrix variation and changes in Kp,
Ki and Kd directly affected controller performance. In particular, Table 6 shows how PID
was more subjected to gain parameter variations, requiring a major effort to satisfy design
requirements when compared to the LQR tuning performance.
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In summary, this comparative study offers valuable information when it comes to
deciding which controller is to be developed and implemented in real-time on board a
finless rocket.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

TVC Thrust Vector Control
LQR Linear Quadratic Regulator
LQG Linear Quadratic Gaussian
PID Proportional, Integral, Derivative
LEO Low Earth Orbit
SSTO Single-stage-to-orbit
EMA Electro-mechanical actuator
EHA Electro-hydraulic actuator
LTI Linear Time Invariant
SISO Single Input Single Output
MIMO Multi Input Multi Output
Isp Specific Impulse
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